
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
September comes and the artist has to say goodbye again and again and suddenly there is one day she leaves the hotel before the next artist friend takes the taxi to the airport and cuts her hair in a cinese hairdresser shop for the last step of her stay. One of most difficult things to stand is leaving and loosing. Therefore the artist loves the early morning when things still seam untouched by rush and waste. Therefore the artist has continued with the PEARLY MORNING SHOTS out of the lounge window towards Pudong. Therefore the artist loves the place and the moment she is in - at SAPH Shanghai. Therefore she fears the next goodbye.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Looking backwards she remembers the sun in the mirror of the romantic seasight hotel in Sanya, in Hainan. The artist left Shanghai too, but to come back after 5 days...The plan was to take some filmshots in the tropical forest. Videoshots for a doublescreen TRAUM DOUBLE. http://vimeo.com/48655489THE SHANGHAI DREAM will not - as maybe expected - focus on city huzzle and LED screened buildings,  typical topics of the Megatown. The real shanghai dream is not daily crazy outside.  Dream REALity: In Shanghai a dream means the jungle crazy green vibrating life, the sleepless night, RED EYES, the nightmare and the fairyqueen, MIRROR EYES and lovestories without love and love without stories... The artist decides to transfer -All that is Shanghai- in a forestpark version: lost ground control a red clothed cinese actress with mirroreyes hunting BAKU...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
To explore the exotic DREAM jungle two artists leave Shanghai: The flight is directed to Sanya Airport. Their landing is on a miracle of landscape painting for Artfestival Hainan. The artists decide to take a very good Arttourist picture:liange jishujia zhu qu Hainan welcomed by colour painting image. The message: find the right being artist on hollyday behaviour.::IS THAT POSSIBLE?They smile and are already aware of leaving and loosing feelings.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
….in old times it was possible to escape the fate that bring bad dreams into your live, when you draw the fabulous animal BAKU on your pillow or the wall, or you must shout: BAKU KUE, BAKU KUE (eat the dream up, eat the dream up)BAKU is an animal of yellow-green color and shaped like a bear, with a nose like elephant, eyes like wolf or rhinoceros, a tail like a cow and feet like tiger….(Kamakura epoche Japon, 1192-1333)CHINA/JAPAN TRAUM:Eine weitere Möglichkeit war, das Fabeltier Baku auf Kissen oder Schiebewändemalen zu lassen, denn dieses soll die besondere Gabe besitzen, schlechteTräume aufzufressen. Baku ist ein Tier von gelblich- oder grünlich weisserFarbe in der Form eines Bären, mit elefantenartiger Nase, Wolf- oderNashorn-ähnlichen Augen, mit dem Schwanz eines Rindes und den Füsseneines Tigers (Abb. 2). Ebenfalls erfolgversprechend war das Rezitieren desSpruchs „Baku kue, Baku kue“ nach einem schlechten Traum, was sovielbedeutet wie: „Friss ihn, Baku, friss ihn.“ Die Entstehungszeit des Glaubens anden Träume fressenden Baku ist nicht geklärt, lässt sich jedoch mindestens bisin die Kamakura-Zeit (1192-1333) zurückverfolgen.11



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the right part of the double screen film of THE SHANGHAI DREAM will be YOUNG, the musician actress. She will wear china red in forestgreen and have mirror lenses on the eyes  reflecting the left sided dream   -hunting BAKU...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
in Hainan also the crabes appear smiling and double screened, a good feeling for TETE A TETE. The artists decide not to eat  this good LOOK for LUCK.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The luck was to be lucky after unlucky accident.At the first filmtakes for THE SHANGHAI DREAM the toy quadrocopter landet on the murky grounds of Lotuslakes in Forestpark  NordEast Shanghai...Paul, the skilled professional Drohna pilot, had fun with the mini toy brother. Infortunately this one is not strong enough to face a windy breeze and rushed up side down in the phosphorgreen covered artificial lake. At first the artist and Paul tried a wodden stick searching action, at second they called gardener assistance (these were satisfied by taking iphone picture of the accident location for later personal diving success. Prize: a flying quadro with 4Dcamera), finally Paul took off his clothes and after three hours -and just in time to get into the first bad harvestrainstorm!!....after all these almost giving up actions : LUCK! Double luck: the camera still on, the filmtake done, inclusive!**the underwater MAJOR TOM like search to ground control BLUE...fantastic!





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Back to Hainan to the ideal SEA PIECE...is it possible to do HOLLYDAY in artist live? Or do you already see the next film? reminds you on previous?***Bilder im Fluss. Video Art at ... vimeo.com/7095481124 juil. 2013The group show Bilder im Fluss features works by Freya Richter, Cristina Ohlmer, Adrian Schiess, Jan ...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
and the Romantic Seasight hotel that somehow reminds on russian style.An impression that in fact is not that much wrong ...





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Hainan is a visit to know more about russian money washing restauration touring tours. And how these shape the image and language and tastes of the island. At times the "non good" were isolated and banned...the artists imagine: to be banned on cocos and banana island, men and woman TOGETHER bathing in green water salty waves, drinking sweet water and not being tortured...could THAT be better, even better than a banker career?the artists leave their feelings on the flow.



























Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artists look around and  never really stop looking for images to imagine things to happen. Things to realize. Dreams or dreamworks or working on dreams.        如梦令          李清照    常记溪亭日暮，    沉醉不知归路，    兴尽晚回舟，    误入藕花深处。    争渡，    争渡，    惊起一滩鸥鹭。Stephen Owen's translation of this poem, in An Anthology of Chinese Literature:  Beginnings to 1911, is as follows:        Like a Dream    I will always recall that day at dusk,              the pavilion by the creek,    and I was so drunk I couldn't tell              the way home. My mood left me,    it was late when I turned back in my boat    and I strayed deep among lotuses —    how to get through?    how to get through?    and I startled to flight a whole shoal              of egrets and gulls.An utterly literal, word-for-word, translation goes like this:        Like Dream Order    used to remember creek pavilion sun set    deep drunk not know homeward road    excitement complete late return boat    mistakenly enter lotus flower deep place    how cross?    how cross?    startle up one bank egret gull



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The artist finds the stage for recharging body batteries by the way. After 4 days - in green wet, coral coloured sand and watching morphing thunderclouds - the artists leave the island back. They go home where they are welcomed. By all other artists IN SAPH. Well- what does it mean to be HOMEsick, when you come through the entrance revolving door Nanjing dong lu 23? Always there is AT LEASTone of lovely lobby guys, busy to pushi the elevator button for the artists to the 2nd/3rd F: GOOD EVENING MISS CRISTINA AND MISS SAOIRSE, welcome back..Every time someone is leaving there is someone sad at same time. That is part of the SHANGHAI DREAM. Therefore we need the hunting of BAKU before we fall asleep.
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